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Press Release

Vaccination Screening Checks

As we start to recover from the COVID-19 pandemic and adapt to a “new normal” at work, Health and Safety

becomes the core priority of any business. The government’s vaccination program and other schemes are

successfully underway and vaccination has become a mandatory requirement for all aspects of life and work.

But even vaccination is not free from the risk of fraud. Individuals have forged their vaccination documents to

travel, or submitted fake certificates in order to quickly fulfill requirements, or simply to avoid vaccination.

These actions place everyone at risk.

At PT Hill Konsultan Indonesia (“HKI”) we understand these risks and their implications for your business. That

is why we have designed a vaccination check to help protect your business from both fraud and health risks.

The check, conducted openly, is designed to verify a vaccine certificate and ensure that a subject, your

candidate or employee, is indeed vaccinated.

To learn more about the service, please contact apsari.dipta@hill-assoc.com or rio.waskito@hill-assoc.com.

Complimentary service packages are available with standard Pre-Employment Screening assignments.

About Hill & Associates

Hill & Associates has been operating for almost 30 years, with offices in China, Hong Kong, Singapore, India,
Indonesia, Malaysia and Thailand. We assist our clients to identify and assess risks to their personnel, assets and
operations and provide solutions to mitigate those risks. By combining the expertise of world-class professionals
with in depth local knowledge, we assist clients in operating safely, efficiently and without disruption.

Our core service lines are:

● Security Risk Management

● Risk Information

● Corporate Enquiries

● Fraud Prevention, Integrity Risk Management & Brand Protection
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